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Amy Adams has been working on a variety of projects since the '90s. From drama to musicals to series to movies, she's done a lot. Depending on when someone found her, she is known for something different from everyone. It could be Gisele at the magic store, her first major success as a lead, or maybe you know her as a version of Lois Lane at DCEU. Anyway, she's done a ton. But what's her worst
role? They may still be loved by many, but what do critics hate most about the film that she starred in or starred in? Here are the top five: 5. 'Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice' - 29% related: Won an Emmy for 'Sharp Stuff' star Amy Adams? Well, speaking of Lois Lane before, this is her fifth worst rated movie on Rotten Tomatoes. Starting with Man of Steel in 2013, Adams took on this iconic role and
was generally well received. Or at least it was more of a mixed bag. But Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice, it was really divisive, in that it didn't just provide the showdown energy fans needed from something of this caliber. Batman v Superman: Dawn of Justice smothers a potentially powerful story, critical consensus reads, and some of America's most iconic superheroes - from the inexorable whirlwind
of effects-driven action. Compared to Superman, Batman's portrayal didn't hit the way fans wanted. Especially as to how good Wonder Woman is on screen for a few minutes. But Adams delivered his role well. 4. 'Hillbilly Elegi' - 27% Hillbilly Elegi caused quite a wave online during the short period of time when trailers and synopsis were released. The film has been shown in theaters and will be released on
Netflix soon. The film focuses on J.D. Vance's memoir of when he came home for a family emergency and approaches an Appalachian family. He was a Yale student returning home to his family in trouble, and the story covers the concept of the American Dream through the eyes of another generation. Hillbilly Elegi, the hopeful form of awards season but the soul of monotonous melodrama, strands some
very fine actors in the not-so-deep South, consensus says. Adams play Vance's mom, a heroin addict. 3. 'Leap Year' - a 23% lighter movie, Leap Year opens in Ireland, and her boyfriend is very ready to propose but he just doesn't do it as a woman Anna Brady adams. So she knows the Celtic tradition that women can propose to their boyfriends in Ireland on Leap Year's Day (February 29). So she's taking
him, but of course things don't go as planned, and she falls in love with a local Irishman. Amy Adams is more attractive than ever, but her appeal isn't enough to keep Yun-hee from succumbing to clichéd clichés and unso funny scripts. However, this is a romantic comedy, so it warrants some sort of cliché and welcome at this point. With it you will do what you do. 2. 'Cruel Intentions II' - 17% know almost all
of the cruel intentions of Reese Witherspoon, Ryan Phillippe and Sarah Michelle Gellar in the '90s. It was sexy, risk and a cult classic. It had a bit of a cheesy moment, but again, it was done in the 90s and it was done in a pretty witty way. But Cruel Intentions II was in 2000, a year later, and was all without the good side of the original. Cruel Intentions II was a prequel to the first film, but it didn't star anyone
from the original. Sebastian told the story of being Kathryn Mertuil's step-brother and joining the school. Adams played Catherine, started by Geller. Amy Adams, February 24, 2019 91st Academy Awards | Fraser Harrison/Getty Images 1. 'Underdog' - In the same year, 16% of the enchantness came out, and Adams' first starring role was a very successful underdog. And while it's not her worst overall film,
it's the lowest rating that she played a more central role. She voiced Polly, the favorite dog of the protagonist, Shushine aka Underdog. She is owned by Molly, a girl liked by Jack, the owner of Shushine. How fit? It's a cute family movie from Disney, and follows Jack and Shushin, who are thrown into this scenario where shoeshin is empowered, you have to learn how to use them, and a lot of hijingks follow.
So it's not surprising that it's low on the list, but it did what it set out to do. Related: Amy Adams May have been the first woman to refuse a hug from Brad Pitt - here by Esther ZuckermanSource:10/28/2020 at 4:41 PMArma is more than any other genre, comedy is hard to assess. What's funny to one person is maybe not for the other, and it can be hard to explain what makes a joke fun. That's why many
truly great comedy films don't get the appreciation they deserve when they're released. From sweet ROM-coms like One Pine Day to stone-cold masterpieces like Step Brothers, the film was embraced as a mion when it came out, but is now loved. So the next time you're looking for something to make you laugh, smile or even cry, take a gander at your choice of hermit once. 20th Century Fox/Getty
ImagesWon Fine Day Release Date: December 20, 1996 Director: Michael Hoffmanroton Tomato Rating: Why 50% is better than that: Michelle Pfeiffer and George Clooney reached the height of their collective film actor power in this underrated romcom directed by Michael Hoffman and produced by the great Linda Opst (Obst, But he's in charge of all his favorite rom-coms, including sleepless days in
Seattle) Piper is a Harry architect who's divorced from his young son, who loves to stick things on his nose. Clooney is a newspaper columnist who is divorced from her cat-obsessed young daughter (her? baby of fame, Mae Whitman). one (fine) day of their lives They both miss the bus with their kids on a dog trip. She thinks he's offended! He thinks she's hard! Get switched because of their meddling
offspring on their phones! Naturally, they will have chemistry. It's an absolutely compelling film about parental frustration that captivates viewers traveling to New York in the '90s. Of course, it is predictable, but it is also impossible not to belong to its order. Columbia Photo Cable Guy Release Date: June 14, 1996 Director: Ben Stiller Rotten Tomatoes Score: 54% is better than that: A common theme on this
list is the dark edges and comedy that critics were unable to board at the time of its release. It's a fact of cable guy who often feels like just a straight horror movie with a completely unsettling performance from Jim Carrey, who plays a cable man who infiltrates the life of Matthew Broderick's newly single schmuck in an increasingly unhinged way. Now famous scenes such as medieval scuffles and Carrie's
gonzo performances of Jefferson Airplane's loved ones are still held and the film's obsession with a truly crazy, 24-hour news cycle is certainly a product of the 90s, but it almost sounds foresighted. New Line Cinema Drop Dead Spectacular Release Date: July 23, 1999 Director: Michael Patrick Janroton Tomato Rating: 45% Why Better Than That: Michael Patrick Jan's pageant satire Love for Good
Reason: It's a small-town America featuring very dark twists of gender roles and excellent performances from Kirsten Dunst, Ellen Barkinis, Brittany and Brittany. Early reviews called the film not funny, which is wrong - and the average spirit is right, but that's the point. Drop Dead Gorgeous is like if you have Christopher Guest mokumentary and filter through RuPaul's drag race. Aesthetics such as Dennis
Richards's Mount Rushmore hat, for example, are iconic, and the tone is so inexorable. Universal Picturesweight Hot American Summerlilyz Date: July 27, 2001 Director: David Wayne Lowton Tomato Rating: Why 38% is better than that: The alt-comedy from comedy group The State is too bad for most critics when the wet hot American summer came out in 2001. If you're not attuned to a brand of humor, I
think wet hot may seem a little weird. Don't you like to turn a discerning transformation into surrealism, like a vegetable-talking can or a trip to a town that spirals into a drug-induced spiral but lasts only an hour? Wet hot Everything looms as an 80s pistich with a truly original brand of a little awkward but incredibly good-natured joke story. Camp Firewood stars from Amy Poller and Elizabeth Banks to Bradley
Cooper before they're famous. What other movies would Christopher Meloni say he'd love a sweater for? New line cinema seed. Deed Date: June 28, 2002 Director: Stephen Brilloton Tomato Score: 22% Why More than that: My colleague Dan Jackson has already written long about the lengths to which you should deliver this Adam Sandler-starring remake of the 1936 Frank Capra film Attempt. I just add
classic Hollywood starry eye optimism with a deceptively charming and strange mix of Sandrer's schick. Sandman plays pizzeria owner Longfellow Dees, who learns he is the heir to the dead billionaire's estate. Upon arrival in New York City, he infiltrates his inner circle by many who want to get his hands on his money and stories, including a corporate honcho played by Peter Gallagher and a TV tabloid
reporter played by Wina Ryder.Warner Bros. Two-week announcement date: December 2, 2002 0-Day Director: Mark Lawrenceroton Tomato Rating: 42% Fall Better Than That: I'll fully admit that I haven't watched two weeks' notice since President Donald Trump's inception, and I'm not sure how it works, given that Hugh Grant's billionaire love interest is a kind of Trump type. Nevertheless, I've always been
a sucker for this low-tier entry from two rom-com gods, Grant and Sandra Block. She's an environmental activist lawyer who goes to work for Grant's cub rich to save a community center, and while she's tired of mischief, she finds herself falling for it. It has fun supporting performances from Dana Ivey and Robert Klein as Bullock's hippie parents, and generates one of the most bizarre early 2000s classic
rock covers: Vanessa Carlton and Joni Mitchell's Big Yellow Cab and Counting Crows. Paramount PicturesHat Road Release Date: August 3, 2007 Director: Akiba Shaffer Lowton Tomato Rating: 39% Better Than That: They Didn't Get It Lonely Island's strange and funny comedy has grown into a panned but beloved cult classic at launch. For Hot Rod, and arguably why it embarrassed so many critics, it's
off-putting, almost full of bits that feel like an inside joke. But, on the other hand, it's this bizarrely sweet comedy about a friend, Title Lord, trying to do crazy stunts to raise money to save his stepfather from dying so he can beat the horse's father. Columbia Picturesthep Brothers Release Date: July 25, 2008 Director: Adam McKay Lowton Tomato Rating: Why 55% is better than that: Yes, read the rights.
Bonafide's masterpiece Step Brothers is rotting on Rotten Tomatoes. That's why I can't believe the agreement. Adam McKay's two oversized, curly-haired weird about his parents getting married is the ultimate portrait of a big adult son. The cool thing about Step Brothers is that they can hardly explain how the truly bizarre actions of Brennan (Will Ferrell) and Dale (John C. Reilly) are thrown together thanks
to the shotgun rituals of their respective mothers and fathers. They just developed their power cade drinking, drum-loving ego, his arresting king of chaos that infected others around them. Dale's father, Robert Doback, transforms into one of the best performances on screen. His dinosaur speeches should be taught in school. Gary Sanchez's History of Production Release Date: September 27, 2012
Director: Leslie HeadlandRoten Tomato Rating: Why 56% is better than that: Leslie Headland's film opened in the shadow of Bridesmaids, and it's all about bridesmaids, but it's a much different beast. The Bachelorette, based on Headland's play, is an overtly unpleasant film about failure, and how what women expect from each other can turn into cruelty. Kirsten Dunst, Lizzie Caplan and Isla Fisher play
childhood friends attending an outsider's wedding in Kleik (Rebel Wilson). They make it a living hell for her, as hotter, sadr, stranger and more than the bride always has. Dunst, in particular, adds wonder to this role of being an ice queen whosoever has a perfect appearance that masks the swaying soul beneath him. Need help finding something to see? Sign up for our weekly Stryamail newsletter to deliver
streaming recommendations straight to your inbox. Esther Zuckerman is a senior entertainment writer for Thrillist. Follow @ezwrites on Twitter. @ezwrites.
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